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Certified Local Market Expert

Topic 1: Introduction to Farming

1.1 Introduction to Farming
1.2 Focusing Hyperlocally

1.3 What is Farming?
1. Farming is the _____________, ongoing, and repetitive ________________ of
your name to a consistent market, so that when anyone in your market
___________ of real estate, the first thing that comes to their mind is you.

2. The goal of farming is to be __________ ______ ____________ in your
geographic target area.

3. People want a real estate agent they can __________, and __________ is built
over time.
When we farm, we build trust with future listing and buying clients
with our consistent farming activities so that when they’re ready to buy
or list, other real estate agents are really going to have an uphill battle.
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4. A geographic farmer is going to invest four things consistently:
a. ____________________
b. ____________________
c. ____________________
d. ____________________

5. Farming is not a __________________ business plan – it is an ACTIVE-ity.
Direct Mail
Community Presence
Relationships
Expertise and Reputation
6. Farmers are committed to the _________________
7. Don’t expect any return in real estate farming for at least ______ months to a
year.
8. Farming is a lot of ____________.
“Everyone wants to DO what the great ones do, but very few are
willing to do what they DID to become great.” – Jon Gordon

9. Farming = __________________________
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1.4 A Business You Can Build On
10. You don’t have to become a Millionaire Real Estate Farmer overnight. You do
it by growing ____________________.

11. A brand that ______________ consistently is going to consistently _______
the trust of the consumers in their market.

1.5 Why Farm?
12. We farm to build a trusted __________________ through our branding and
our farming activities.
13. We want to be the _________ agent the people in our farm _________ of.
14. Sellers interview one agent _______% of the time.
15. Building a farm is building a ___________________.
16. Farming gives you a _________ ___________ to your listing appointments.
17. Farming makes you a _________________ agent.
18. Farming simplifies _____________.
19. Farming creates an _________________ and positions you over time as the
local area _____________.
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1.6 Farming is Shift-Proof
20. When we see a shift in the market, we can change our ______________
without having to change our market ________________.
21. Each step in farming is a building ______________ to something bigger.

Key Thought:
Consistency is the key to farming, with the goal of becoming first in mind in your
geographic area. Every farming activity centers around these two goals – being
consistent and building a brand identity that is first in mind. Most salespeople quit
before they achieve the level of consistency that reaps rewards? Will you be consistent
and persistent?

Notes:
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
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Diving Deeper: Introduction to Farming
1. What is your biggest takeaway from this topic?
2. What do you think your biggest challenge will be in farming? Why?
3. What topics in this coaching course are you looking forward to the most? Which are you
uneasy about?
4. What limiting beliefs, if any, did you find surfacing during the first session?
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2.1 Choosing a Farm

1. Farming selection needs to be based on ________________, not
__________________.

2.2 Is There a Dominant Agent?

2.3 Look at the Data
a. How ___________ homes should I farm?
b. Opportunity Rate Formula:

Homes __________ in the Farm in the last ______ Months

÷
____________ of Homes in the Farm
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2.4 Location, Location, Location
c. Is it a __________________ location?

d. Do you ________________ the area already?
Schools, Businesses, Activities, Social Aspects, Demographics, Product

2.5 The Budget
2. Who’s going to _________ for all this, and __________?

3. Plan on budgeting for at least one marketing piece per _________, delivered to
their door, for a ____________.
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2.6 The Strategic Plan
4. Farming is ________________.

5. Set your goals for ______ months, ________ months, 1 year, and beyond.

6. ____________ your goals down.
"People with clear, written goals, accomplish far more in a
shorter period of time than people without them could ever
imagine." - Brian Tracy
7. Find someone to hold you _____________________ to your goals.

8.

For farming, __________ send an introductory letter.

9. Farm, don’t ______________. Keep it manageable.
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Key Thought:
Strategic planning is the key to getting your return on investment in farming. Just
jumping in because you feel emotional about a farm area, or just because you’re itching
to start could mean that you’re putting your efforts in an area that just won’t have a
good return. Spend the time and resources now to put your investment of time,
money, work, and knowledge in the right place and enjoy the long-term benefits.

Notes:
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
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Diving Deeper: Choosing a Farm
1. Identity a potential farm area and research the following:
a.

Is there a dominant agent?

b. How many homes are in the farm area?
c. What is the manageable number of homes I can start with?
d. How many homes sold in the last year, omitting REO?
e. Is this a good Opportunity Rate?
f. Is the location convenient?
g. What do I already know about the area?
h. How much do I want to budget for the first year?
i.

Who can I partner with on expenses?

2. Set strategic goals for your farm:
a. How many homes in my farm for my first year?
b. How many marketing pieces per year?
c. How many listings should I have in 90 days? 180 days? 9 mo? 1 yr?
d. How many buyer leads should I have in 90 days? 180 days? 9 mo? 1 yr?
e. What changes will I have to make to my organization if I meet these goals?
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Topic 3: Branding and Positioning
3.1 What is a Brand?
1. A brand is any feature that identifies one ______________ as different from
other similar ________________.

2. A brand is an ________________ asset.

3. The brand, in actuality, is what the _______________ in your market
___________ of you.

3.2 How the Consumer’s Mind Works
1

5

2

6

3

7

4

8
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4. In the minds of your market, the brand equals the __________________.

5. Reticular activators are _____________ stimuli, such as visual elements, smells,
sounds, and tastes, that instantly ______________ us of something we have
__________________ in the past.

3.3 The Power of First in Mind
6. The first to grow is generally ____________ and ______________, especially
when it comes to the Power of First in Mind.

7. The first one to achieve the Power of First in Mind will always have the
____________ in brand imprinting.

8. The Leader in a Farm is always going to have more ___________________.
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3.4 Create and Dominate Your Category
9. If you can’t be first, you just have to change the ________________ you want
to be First in Mind in.
10. Find a category you can be first in, and ___________________ it.
Cherchez le creneau – “Look for the hole.”

“The easy way to get into a person’s mind is first. The hard way to get into a person’s mind is
second. Second is nowhere.” – Al Ries

11. Branding is _____________________ our product in a specific category so
that when people think of that category, their reticular activators remind them
of our brand.
12. The goal of branding is to _______________ a category and use your brand to
__________________ that category.
13. If you ______________ the category first, you ____________ the comparison.
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3.5 The Perception of Leadership
14. The Perception of Leadership: Because you have the most _____________
brand, because you have the most listing signs, because you have a consistent
_______________, your brand must be the __________.

Key Thought:
So we work with a few concepts to make sure that our brand is recognizable,
consistent, that we’re hitting multiple senses – all things that we want to do to work
those reticular activators to put you in that position so you have a perception of
leadership and in the minds of your farm – your brand is the best.

Notes:
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
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Diving Deeper: Branding and Positioning
1. What makes you different than other agents?
2. How can you communicate that?
3. What colors communicate what you want your brand to communicate?
4. What taglines or catchphrases do you use or will you use?
5. What is the purpose of the different elements in your logo?
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Hyperlocal Marketing
4.1 Hyperlocal Matters
1. Hyperlocal marketing means that you’re focusing your marketing
______________ and ________________ on a specified and focused
geographic area.

2. Hyperlocal marketing, from a business standpoint, is an extremely _________
_________________ way to build reticular activation.

3. Hyperlocal ____________________.

4.2 Providing Value: Outbound to Inbound
4. Outbound marketing is _____ - __________ communication that
_______________ products or services on consumers.

5. Inbound marketing is ______-__________ activity that gets people to
__________ to you because you’re earning their trust by giving items of
_____________, and not necessarily because they need your product right now.
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6. Question #1 in hyperlocal marketing: Does this marketing piece or activity give
_____________ to the consumer?

4.3 The Community Newsletter
7. The Community Newsletter is the ____ - ______, consistent, _________, itemof-value marketing piece.

8. EDDM is ___________ Door Direct Mail. eddm.usps.com

9. The Community Newsletter is not just an _________, it’s an ________ of
_____________.
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4.4 Walkthrough of Klaus Team Newsletter
8 Page Newsletter – 5.5”w x 8.5”h – NOT COMPATIBLE WITH EDDM.

EDDM users would need to design 6.5” x 8.5”
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4 Page Newsletter – 6.5”w x 8.5”h – EDDM COMPATIBLE

Farming Lite – 6”w x 11”h – EDDM COMPATIBLE
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4.5 How to Make a Newsletter
10. The magic day to mail is ______________________.

4.6 Content is King
11. Look around your farm with an “I ________ _____________” mindset.
12. Strive to post only ______________ and ________________ information.

13. Al Ries: Advertising is ____________________, PR is _________________.

Key Thought:
Even when we focus on inbound marketing, we also need to go to the consumer. Just
because we call it inbound marketing doesn’t mean we’re not going to go to the
consumer. We still have to pursue expireds, preforeclosure notices, FSBOS, etc and
get to them before they contact another agent. While in farming we are putting all of
eggs into one basket, so to speak, that doesn’t mean we aren’t going make a valiant
effort to chase down all the eggs that don’t end up in our basket.
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Notes:
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

Diving Deeper: Hyperlocal Marketing
1. What are some things happening in your desired farm area that would be great content for your
farm?
2. What mail routes in your farm would you start with? Is there a dominant agent? What is
turnover rate? Are these good routes to focus on?
3. What is your strategy for delivering hyperlocal marketing in an inbound marketing fashion?
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Farm Marketing Techniques
5.1 Farming Strategy
1. Successful real estate farmers don’t just do ________________ things, they
have a _____________.

ABC’s of Marketing Strategy:
2. Be A___________________
“Authenticity is the alignment of head, mouth, heart, and feet –
thinking, saying, feeling, and doing the same thing consistently. This
builds trust”
- Lance Secretan
3. B_______ by B_________
“Trees that are slow to grow bear the best fruit” – Moliere
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5.2 Consistency
4. C______________________
“Trust is built with Consistency” – Lincoln Chafee
a. We want to be consistent in our __________________.
b. We want to be consistent with our ________________.

Brand Consistency:
• To be effective, your name must be instantly _______________ and instantly
______________.
• _____________________ matters.
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c. We want to be consistent with a ____________ _______ ___________.

5. Be D___________________.
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5.3 Farm Marketing Ideas
• Area Open Houses
• Calendar Magnets
• Events you can run or sponsor.
• Classes and Workshops
•

Donate to local community groups and school teams.

• Imprint your brand on trinkets, aka Specialty Advertising
• Doorknock with Hangers
•

Wear a polo shirt with your brand embroidered wherever you go.

• Volunteer at event’s that your’re NOT sponsoring.
•

Send out Community Home Pointers

• Offer free Water Watcher Lanyards
•

Print Stickers for A/C filters, water heater, smoke alarm

• Child at play signs

•

____________________ ______________
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•

Community Sports events

•

Sign Riders

•

Grocery Store Dividers

Topic 5: Farm Marketing Techniques

Key Thought:
I’m sure some of you are wanting to get a great idea to try once and see how it goes,
and if it goes well, you might consider diving into farming. Doesn’t work like that.
Trying one thing to see how it goes is called a prospecting activity, and tons of agents
do it. Tons. And they might get a lead or two. But if there is nothing consistent about
it, it’s not farming. Maybe a little hobby gardening, but not farming. Farmers dig in,
farmers are there for the long haul. Farmers invest in their crop. They don’t just throw
a couple seeds on some dirt and come back in a couple months to pick their corn.

Notes:
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
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Diving Deeper: Farm Marketing Techniques
1. What are the standouts that were mentioned?
2. What do you think should have mentioned that wasn’t? Why?
3. Which of the ABCDs of marketing strategy do you struggle with?
4. Write out your strategy for marketing to your farm in your next year, including your marketing
budget.
5. What can you plan and strategize for your second year?
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Prospecting in a Farm
6.1 Prospecting Concepts
1. Most prospectors are _________________ themselves with each call.
2. Farmers who prospect are ___________________ the
____________________ with each call.
3. Some farmers do not prospect. They wait for business to come to them based
on direct mail. Millionaire agents pursue listings any way they can.
4. In your farm, great calling campaigns include:
a. Circle Prospecting
i. Conversational
ii. Just Listed
iii. Just Sold
iv. Just Bought
b. FSBO
c. Expired/Cancelled
d. Try to get _____________ addresses when prospecting.
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5. Efficient Calling requires:
a. Dialer such as MOJO
b. A caller
i. You
ii. ISA/OSA
1. Team Hire
2. Virtual Overseas
3. Contractor
c. Tracking and Acountability
d. Effective Lead Follow Up
i. Otherwise, all efforts are in vain.
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6.2 Farm Prospecting Scripts
“Conversational” Circle Prospecting Script
• Hi, is this [FIRST NAME]?

• Hey [FIRST NAME], this is ____________. I’m a real estate professional in
the area. I hope you’re having a great day!
• [FIRST NAME], I’m calling today because there has been interest in your
neighborhood and
o I’m wondering WHO YOU KNOW that might be thinking of making a
move this year?
▪ That’s okay, thanks for thinking about it for me.
• Just out of curiosity, when do YOU plan on moving? (If they don’t really tell
you then - )
o How long have you lived in the neighborhood?
o Where did you move here from?
o How did you happen to pick THIS area?
o So, if you were to make a move… where would you go next? And when
would that be?
• GET EVERYONE’S EMAIL!!!
o [FIRST NAME], I really appreciate your time today. You know, once
every month, I send a market update to some of the neighbors to help
keep their finger on the pulse of the market.
▪ Would you like to receive that, too?
• Great, what’s a good email I can send it to?
o Fantastic, thanks so much for your time today. Enjoy
the report!
At any point they identify themselves as a potential Nurture, skip to Nurture
Criteria Questions
Be willing to play the Hang-Up game. The first couple times you ask, you will
get a reflex-No. The more conversational you are, and the deeper you dig, the
higher the chance they will tell you their true plans to sell.
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Nurture Criteria Questions
1. Motivation – What’s got you thinking about making a move? (Dig 3 layers deep)
i. What will that do for you?
ii. What’s important about that to you?
iii. Tell me more about that
b. Motivation must be REAL and not just wanting to “test the market”
i. If price is the motivation. Dig Deeper.
1. What price would motivate you to make a move?
2. How much do you owe on the property?
3. What will you be using the proceeds from the sale?
ii. If a different/bigger/smaller Home is the motivation. Dig
Deeper.
1. What would your ideal home look like?
2. Will you want to stay in this area?
3. What do you like best about your current home?
4. What do you like least about your current home?
2. Time Frame – When do you see yourself being ready to make the move?
a. If unsure about the time frame. Dig Deeper.
i. What about that time frame is important to you?
ii. Are there circumstances that would enable you to make this happen
sooner for you and your family?
iii. Are there circumstances that would prohibit you from making this
move happen?
3. Willing to Meet – I’m assuming you’re not already committed to another Realtor,
correct? And if we’re able to show you an approach that works for you and we
could sell your property for top dollar, would you be willing to meet with us?
4. Contact info – I’m going to have my assistant send you our info just in case you
want to talk sooner. That way you’ll have it. What’s the best email address I can
send that to?
5. Seller-directed follow up – I’d like to have an agent follow up when you are ready
to talk more seriously about it. When would be the best time for that?
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Objections
• How did you get my number?
o You know, our technology team pulled this list together for me.
Somehow your number was associated with this address through public
records.
▪ If they are upset – [FIRST NAME], I understand. I will remove
your number right now and you won’t receive another call from
me.
▪ If they are just curious – Continue to ask questions
• Are you a licensed Realtor?
o No, I assist a Realtor.
• I have an agent already.
o Have you signed a contract with them yet?
▪ If no – Great. I understand wanting to work with someone you
are already familiar with. Just out of curiosity, would that
relationship trump superior track record and skill?
▪ If yes – get off the phone
• If they ask real estate specific questions (Pricing/Tax
Information/Market Related Information).
o [FIRST NAME], since I assist the Realtor, it might make sense for me to
have them contact you directly to help out. In order to prepare them for
that conversation, (go back to the nurture criteria questions)
When the prospect continues to question you or be agitated, your ONLY response
should be humble, apologetic, and assuring that you won’t contact them again. Never
attempt to engage in debate with an upset prospect!
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Tips
• If someone is really upset, and you are unable to calm a prospect down, let
them know your manager will call them.
• If someone is ready to meet and all nurture criteria is met, and they are ready
to list their home. Simply say: “It sounds like we should go ahead and meet
now. Are afternoons or evenings typically better for you?”
• SMILE. They can feel your energy.
• Avoid Filler Words. Um, you know, like… etc.
• When in doubt of what to say. ASK AN OPEN ENDED QUESTION!
• The prospect should be doing 80% of the talking. By asking questions you
control the conversation.
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Just Sold
Did you sell a home with great stats? Use it!
Conversational Script above, but we identify the purpose of the call:
I’m calling today because we just sold a home in your area, and when someone sells a
home – usually two more in the area sell right away… We just sold the home at
_____________ and it sold for _____% of List Price in only _____ Days (or
whatever your awesome stat is.) Then continue with Conversational Script.

Just Listed
Conversational Script above, but we identify the purpose of the call:
I’m calling today because we just listed ___________ for sale in your neighborhood. I
know some people like a little notice so that they can help pick their neighbors. We
also like to let people know in case they are interested in selling, as there is now going
to be more buyer traffic through your neighborhood. Then continue with
Conversational Script.

Just Bought
Did you or your buyer agent find a home for a buyer in your farm? Claim it!
Conversational Script above, but we identify the purpose of the call:
I’m calling today because we were the only agency who were able to find a buyer for a
home in your area, and when someone sells a home – usually two more in the area sell
right away… We were able to find a buyer for the home at _____________ . We
work with a lot of buyers – we currently have ___________ buyers in our database
who are looking in this area, and we had many showing an interest in this
neighborhood. Then continue with Conversational Script.
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Expired Script
Intro Scripts
Hi, is this _______________? Hey __________________! My name is _________. I
am a Real Estate Professional, how are you doing today?
Great! Well the reason for my call is that I saw your home came off the market and I
wanted to find out if it is still available or if it actually sold.
When will you be looking to …HIRE THE RIGHT AGENT… for the job to sell
it?
Fantastic, well we specialize in selling homes that didn’t sell the first time AND I was
hoping you’d be free to… get together…for about 15 minutes or so to talk about why
your house didn’t sell and what needs to happen in order for it to sell at this point.
1. Which usually works better for you, weekdays or weekends? Mornings or
Afternoons? 2pm or 6pm?
2.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

b. Too soon of a close? Ask questions:
Do you still NEED to sell your house?
May I ask where you are moving to?
How soon do you need to be there?
Why did you first put your home on the market?
Mr./Mrs. ___________ Why do YOU think that your home didn’t sell?
How did you go about choosing the last agent you listed with?
What did the agent do that you liked the best?
What do you feel that they should have done?
Minimum Standard, right, get the house sold? I’m sure that your agent worked
really hard to get your home sold … Right? I bet they even did everything they
know how to do to get it sold … wouldn’t you agree? And yet, it just didn’t
happen …
• You know, I’m convinced it’s not for a lack of effort. You know, it’s more likely
in the approach. You simply need a different approach. That’s exactly why we
need to get together.
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FSBO Scripts

• Hello is this ____________________? Hey ____________________, my
name is Tim Heyl and I sell real estate with Keller Williams. I’m calling about
the house. Is it still for sale? Oh, Great!
• Well the reason for my call is that I work with buyers in the area and I have
made a commitment to finding them the right home.
• I am creating a list of all the properties available, not just the ones listed in MLS.
Are you listed in MLS?
• Great! Well, if an agent like me WERE to bring you a buyer, are you offering a
3% broker commission for them?
• Great, well I will go ahead and add this property to our database. Thanks!
• Oh and while I have you on the line:
• May I ask where you are moving to?
• How soon do you need to be there?
• What is the current sale price?
• How did you choose your sale price?
• Have you had a recent appraisal?
• How long have you been trying to…sell your house…by yourself?
• Are you willing to…DROP YOUR PRICE…when working with buyers?
• What type of marketing are you using to…SELL YOUR HOUSE?
• Are you aware of all the marketing techniques I use to get your house sold?
• Great! I could come by and show you at 3:00, or would 4:00 be better? That
way I can share with you ideas that may help…SELL YOUR HOUSE.
• Noo And how long do you think you will continue on your own until you
explore other options?
o Okay, and say in a ___________time when you do decide to …TAKE
ACTION…do you have someone in mind that you trust or would you
consider meeting with an aggressive agent like me?
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• Okay, well here is how I can help you –
o I respect the fact that you want to sell the house yourself.
o I’d like to come see it and show you how I work with many FSBOs just
like you.
o If you could keep doing what you’re doing and have an aggressive agent
like me on your side – AND you knew I could get you MORE money in
a shorter period of time – would you at least want to hear about it?
▪ See, If I can sell it for you, you have the option to take the offer
and pay my fee. However, if you can sell it on your own, you don’t
owe me anything.
• Does that sound like something you would be interested in
hearing more about?
o Fantastic. Well that’s exactly why we should go ahead and…GET
TOGETHER…right away.
▪ What works better for you usually, afternoons or evenings?
FSBO Problem Presentation
May I tell you about the 4 types of buyers?
1. Serious and in a hurry – They may be moving to your town and have three days to
find a home. Or maybe they just sold theirs and need to get into another or they will
lose their contract.
2. Serious but not in a hurry – They can qualify – they may be a first time home
buyer proceeding cautiously or they may be looking for that special home. Most first
time home buyers who are proceeding cautiously want someone to hold their hand,
right?
3. Investors – They want to buy everything ten cents on the dollar. I bet some have
called you already. Did they ask you how much you would come down on price? I
have had to help many FSBOs with that.
4. Looky Lous – I really shouldn’t call them buyers. They can’t qualify. Agents won’t
put them in the car, so they go out and prey on FSBOs.
1. When I think of the 4 types of buyers – the first type – serious and in a hurry
– Do you think they are going to be out with an agent looking at everything
they can to find the best transaction they can, or do you think they are going to
be in a rental car trying to find FSBOs?
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2. Secondly, if you are a serious buyer who wants to proceed cautiously and
have someone hold your hand, are you going to be out looking on your own or
are you going to be looking with an agent?
3. And if you want to buy homes ten cents on the dollar, are you going to call
and agent or are you going to call a FSBO?
4. And if you are a Looky Lou, who cares, right?!
FSBO Fallacies Script
Hello is this ____________________? Hi Mr./Mrs. ____________________, I
wanted to give you a quick call about your property that you have up as For Sale By
Owner, is it still available or did it already sell?
Okay. Let me ask you, since it hasn't sold yet, do you have a time in the future that
you're considering listing your property with a Real Estate Agent?
WHY WOULD WE WANT TO DO THAT? I DON'T WANT TO PAY A BIG
COMMISSION IF I CAN DO IT BY MYSELF.
I can completely understand where you're coming from Mr. /Mrs. _______________.
Did you know that that 95% of all homes sold in Texas are with the assistance of a
buyer’s agent? The reason I say this Mr./Mrs. _______________ is that you could
potentially be missing out on thousands of buyer's that are in the market to buy in
your neighborhood but are simply unaware of your property because it hasn't been
aggressively marketed with a Real Estate team. (Go straight into saying the next line)
Our firm The Heyl Group specializes in working with For Sale By Owner's just like
yourself, assisting them with aggressively marketing your home to get you top dollar
with a minimum amount of days on the market. In fact we even have a program where
you can continue to market the home on your own and you don’t owe us a
commission if you find your own buyer.
Just out of curiosity Mr. /Mrs. ____________________, If there was a way that we
could show you how teaming up with our company and selling your home with us will
actually get you more money and get you more qualified traffic to your
property….thus getting your property sold without all of the headaches that come with
selling it on your own would that be something you would be interested in learning
about . Great! We look forward to showing you how our program works. Are evenings
or afternoons better for you?
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IF THEY ARE SELLING AND BUYING
Mr. /Mrs. _____________, May I ask you a question? It sounds like you are buying a
home after this one sells, is that correct? But it also sounds like you want to net the most money
possible on this transaction and pay the least amount possible on your purchase….doesn’t everyone!?
There's a lot that we can do to work with you on the commission structure. We’d be
willing to work with you on our flexible commission structure if you would consider
working with us on the buy and listing of your home.
In addition, by having a professional negotiator working on your behalf on the buy
and the sell side we're going to be able to negotiate the MOST amount of money for
you selling and buyer your new home. Could you see the benefit of having a team of
professionals working hard to make sure that you net the most amount of money?
Great!
Let’s simply set an appointment to have our Specialist come out and learn more
about your property and also explain in further detail all it is that we're going to be
doing to get you and your family to most money on the these transactions. Does that
make sense? Great! What times are best for you, afternoon or evenings?
WE WILL HIRE AN AGENT IF IT DOESN’T SELL IN _____ MONTHS
My question is, are you really prepared to endure the opportunity cost of NOT
selling your home in the next ____ days? The reality is we DO NOT KNOW what the
market will be like in 6 months but we know exactly the highest price we could sell
your home for today. In addition, the area where you want to buy may also be
appreciating in value. You could miss out on your dream home! Doesn’t it make sense
to consider taking advantage of the market today and not risking a shift that moves
against you?
Let’s simply set an appointment to have our Specialist come out and learn more
about your property and also explain in further detail all it is that we're going to be
doing to get you and your family to most money on the these transactions. Does that
make sense? Great! What times are best for you, afternoon or evenings?
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Buyer
• Sign call intro:
o That’s a great home everybody is calling on that one!
o So are you in the market to buy a home?
• Internet lead intro:
o Hello is this_____? Hello. My name is ____ with the Heyl Group at
locationaustin.com. I just wanted to thank you for visiting our real estate
website and wanted to answer any questions you might have about
buying real estate in the ____area.
• I assume you reached out directly because you are not already obligated
to a real estate agent?
o I just realized I do not have your name. May I have your name please?
o Do you live in the area? If not, is this your first time to visit our city?
o Where are you from?
o Where do you live now?
o How long have you lived there?
o Do you own a home or are you currently renting?
o ▪ Own-Will it be necessary to sell your home first?
o ▪ Rent-When is your lease due?
o Where do you work?
o How many are in your family?
o ▪ Do you have kids?
o Would you describe your present home for me?
o If we found the right home today, would you be in a position to proceed?
o Are you paying cash or obtaining financing?
o How long have you been looking for a home?
o Have you seen anything you liked? If yes, What prevented you from
buying?
o Tell me about the home you will buy.
o I want your motivation to match your motivation, does that make sense?
Explain: So I know how best to follow up with you, tell me, on a scale of
1-10, with 10 meaning you must purchase a home today and 1 meaning
you are just curious, how would you rate yourself?
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BUYER PRE-QUALIFICATION
• When we meet on _____and you feel comfortable and confident…that ____is
the right agent to represent you…are you prepared to work exclusively with our
team?
• Just to review, you want your new home to be in the ___price range___location
___beds___baths___school district___stories___other important features
• Tell me again…why you are buying a home__________
• Your motivation is_____has it changed?
• Let’s meet at my office ____
o Just want to meet at the property: Although meeting at the property is an
option why we like to meet in the office is to show you how we work on
your behalf learn your criteria and educate you on the home buying
process. Once we learn your criteria and what is important to you we will
then strategize on the homes that work best and set a plan to see those
homes that way we make sure to maximize our time together.
• Close for office again, if no try their home and then agree to meet at
the property.
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Objection Handling
I’m going to stay with the same agent
•

Great! Tell me, what specifically is the benefit for you to do that?
o What is the last agent going to do differently this time to make sure it
sells that they didn’t do last time?
o I mean, if you knew I could sell it for you in this market and net you
what you need, would you at least consider it?
▪ Oh fantastic, that is exactly why we need to get together today!
o That’s great! And what I am hearing you say is that you feel obliged to
your last agent because they invested time and money in your house,
right?
▪ Yeah, and when they originally listed the house, they most likely
intended to sell it right?
▪ And they probably did everything they could to get it sold,
wouldn’t you agree?
▪ Yeah, and yet the house did not sell.
▪ I’m convinced that it’s not for lack of effort. You know, I think it is
most likely in the approach. Your house needs a new approach.
▪ Mr./Mrs. Seller, you don’t owe me anything and you really don’t
owe them anything either, BUT you do owe yourself the very
best. It certainly wouldn’t hurt to hear what I do to get houses
sold, would it?
▪ I mean, after all – you can’t afford to keep doing the same thing
over and over again and expecting different results, can you!
▪ That is exactly why we need to…get together…today!
▪ What is it about this agent that has you 100% confident that this
time they can get your home sold?
• See, When we…get together…if you don’t know the answer to
that question– I mean, if you aren’t 100% sold on why I am
going to…sell your house…then you have no obligation to hire
me. So lets go ahead and get together.
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I’m going to sell it myself (FSBO)
Great! Tell me, if there were a specific benefit for you to list your home with me today,
would you at least consider it?
a. Oh fantastic, that is exactly why we need to get together!
b. Great, well let me ask you then – what would have to happen first?
i. Oh fantastic, that is exactly why we need to get together!
Oh fantastic. So tell me, what specifically is the benefit to you doing that?
b. Yeah, and after what you have been through I certainly understand. In
fact, your generally better off being a FOR SALE BY OWNER than
to be with an agent who doesn’t understand the market and what it
takes to sell houses.
c. You know, most agents do what I call the 3 Ps of real estate. They
PLACE a sign in year, PLACE your house in Multiple Listing and
PRAY that some other agent will come along and sell it for them.
d. I go A LOT further than that – I study the market everyday and stay in
constant communication with my sellers about their specific market
every week. Also, I proactively and aggressively prospect for buyers
for my listings everyday! In fact, for every 70 new prospects I spoke
with last year, something of mine sold! Is that the kind of assurance
you would be looking for in an agent? I mean, if you were to hire one?
i. Yeah, and what else are you looking for in an agent?
i.
Fantastic, that’s exactly why we need to…get
together…today!
What is it about getting a FSBO sign in the yard that has you 100% confident that you will
get your home sold?
a. See, when we…get together…if you aren’t 100% sold on why I am going to…sell
your house…then you have no obligation to hire me. So let’s go ahead and get
together.
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We’re taking it off the market – we have decided to stay

1. Great! Tell me, if there were a specific benefit for you to list your home with
me today, would you at least consider it?
a. Oh fantastic, that is exactly why we need to get together!
b. Great, well let me ask you then – what would have to happen first?
i. Oh fantastic, that is exactly why we need to get together!
2. Great! Tell me, what specifically is the benefit for you to do that?
a. I mean, if you knew I could sell it for you in this market and net you
what you need, would you at least consider it?
i. Oh fantastic, that is exactly why we need to get together today!
3. Oh, I see. Just out of curiosity, where were you moving to when you sold?
That’s great! Why was that important?
a. Well if we could still make that happen, I mean if a contract were
presented to you today, would you still sell? Great! So, there is still that
desire to move as long as you don’t have to go through what you did
last time, right?
i. Fantastic! That’s exactly why we need to get together today!

I need to talk with my spouse first.

1. I can really appreciate that. You know, it sounds like you want to make sure
your spouse is part of ALL the decision making, right?
a. Fantastic. And if you WERE to both meet with agents in the future,
would that be on a weekend or a weekday anyway? Afternoon or
evening? Okay, Great. Well I would like to talk to your spouse as well.
i. So it sounds like the best time for us all to …get together…is
_____________. Since it sounds like your pretty busy and I
know my schedule fills up fast, I’d like to go ahead and pencil
time for us to meet then. I am going to send you my contact
information and a confirmation for the meeting so you can talk
with your spouse and if it doesn’t work we can reschedule. Fair
enough?
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I have already found another agent

1. Great! So, just out of curiosity, have you already signed a contract?
a. Fantastic! I would like to apply for the job to …SELL YOUR
HOUSE…after all, I specialize in houses that didn’t sell the first time.
Even some of the best houses don’t sell the first time around.
2. You know, if you had to go to a doctor because you had an illness and you
found out it involved surgery, you would want another opinion, wouldn’t
you? Well I know this isn’t surgery and yet its financial surgery on your house.
a. Lets meet for about 20 minutes and you will see why so many people
have decided to …HIRE ME…over other agents.
b. I mean, Mr./Mrs. Seller, if you knew you could get MORE MONEY
and a QUICKER SALE, you would want to at least …MEET WITH
ME…right?
3. What is it about this agent that has you 100% confident that this time they
can get your home sold?
a. See, When we…get together…if you don’t know the answer to that
question– I mean, if you aren’t 100% sold on why I am going to…sell
your house…then you have no obligation to hire me. So let’s go ahead
and get together.

Where were all you agents when my house was on the market?
That’s a really good question! You know In order to sell a house once, you really need
to sell it twice – may I explain?
Agents sell the house to other agents and they sell it to their clients. Quite frankly, your
agent never sold it to me. That is one of the things I do best. I expose your house to
all the agents in the area and make calls daily to find the buyer for your house. That is
what you want, right?
Let me…come by…and show you how I look for buyers for your house as well as,
how I expose your house to the agents \so they are all familiar with what your house
has to offer.
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NO, I AM NOT LOOKING TO SELL.
Ask them either of the questions below:
➢ What are the circumstances that would enable you to sell?
➢ What will motivate you to sell?
➢ Will there be any circumstances that would peak your interest to sell?

What would my home sell for?
➢ That’s a great question! I am an assistant on the team and I will have one of our
agents create a market analysis and call you. That being said, what is the price that
would get your attention?
or
➢ That’s a great question! We offer a thorough and comprehensive valuation of your
home. I will forward you to one of our specialists, who knows the market and your
neighborhood more than anyone else and will give you an approximate value of what
your home could sell for. Does that makes sense?
➢

Great! I will make sure to let them know. When is the best time to call you back?

Do you have a buyer?
➢ We absolutely have buyers and I am really calling today to see if you are interested
in selling. What are the circumstances that would enable you to sell?
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What do you differently with other realtors? / You are just the same
as other realtors/real estate group.
➢ That’s a great question! You know, some realtors put the sign in the yard, place it
on MLS and pray that somebody else sells the property for them. We kinda go an extra
step. We do prospecting on behalf of our sellers and we aggressively market the home
to get that property sold for top dollar in no time. It is definitely a different experience
with us than any other realtors. How does that sound?
or
➢ Let me tell you this: we do things differently here in The Heyl Group. We do have
aggressive plans in marketing your home to make sure that it is sold for top dollar.
That includes professional photography of your home and cold calling potential
buyers. Our agents are ready to walk you through the process of selling your existing
house for top dollar. How does that sound?
➢ Fantastic! Since I am an assistant on the team, I will have one of our agents do a
market analysis and call you. That being said, what is price that would get your
attention?
➢

Great! I will make sure to let them know. When is the best time to call you back?

Getting an email address

➢ What is a good email address where our agent can send the market analysis and
also a little information about our team and how we work?

We would sell but have nowhere to go.

➢ Well, that is a valid concern and I want to make sure that before you rule out
selling your home, we can show you that there are still many good homes available on
the market. So, why don’t you tell me more about where you would like to move?
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We already have an agent.
➢

Have you already signed paperwork?

If YES: Great! When is the home coming on the market? Who is the agent we
should contact about the house?
If NO: Great! When are you looking to get the house on the market?
Fantastic! Well, would you be open to a second opinion?

Where did you get my number?

➢ You know what, I’m not entirely sure. Our system pulls phone numbers
associated to the property.
➢ This number is associated with this address.

If lead prospecting to move to a different city

➢ I will make sure to let them know. We can refer you to a local agent in that area
who will make sure to show you houses that matches your needs and preferences.

If the lead said that the property has been leased
➢

When does the lease come due?

Pricing and Condition Script

➢ On a scale of 1 to 10—a 10 being perfect—how would you rate the condition of
your home?
➢

What would make it a 10?

➢ Is there a particular price that you’d like to sell your house for? (Pull open
ACTRIS/MLS and see if the home was listed in the past and at what price).
➢ I saw your house was listed in (year) for $_______. If someone offered you
$_____ today, would you accept their offer?
If YES: Great.
If NO: How much do you want to sell your house for?
➢ I see similar homes in your neighborhood are selling for $_____ per square foot.
Would you be comfortable selling at this amount?
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If YES: Great.
If NO: How much do you want to sell your house for?
➢ As professional real estate agents, our objective is to price homes to sell as quickly
as possible. Once we can assess—in person—what your home looks like, we can let
you know if your price range is within a range that makes sense in the current real
estate market.

I’m going to stay with the same agent
• Great! Tell me, what specifically is the benefit for you to do that?
• What is the last agent going to do differently this time to make sure it sells that they
didn’t do last time?
• I mean, if you knew I could sell it for you in this market and net you what you need,
would you at least consider it?
If YES: Oh fantastic, that is exactly why we need to get together today!
• That’s great! And what I am hearing you say is that you feel obliged to your last
agent because they invested time and money in your house, right?
• Yeah, and when they originally listed the house, they most likely intended to sell it
right?
• And they probably did everything they could to get it sold, wouldn’t you agree?
• Yeah, and yet the house did not sell.
• I’m convinced that it’s not for lack of effort. You know, I think it is most likely in
the approach. Your house needs a new approach.
• Mr. /Mrs. ___________, you don’t owe me anything and you really don’t owe them
anything either, BUT you do owe yourself the very best. It certainly wouldn’t hurt to
hear what I do to get houses sold, would it?
• I mean, after all – you can’t afford to keep doing the same thing over and over again
and expecting different results, can you?
If YES: That is exactly why we need to…get together…today!
• What is it about this agent that has you 100% confident that this time they can get
your home sold?
➢ See, when we…get together…if you don’t know the answer to that question– I
mean, if you aren’t 100% sold on why I am going to…sell your house…then you have
no obligation to hire me. So let’s go ahead and get together.
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Where were all you agents when my house was on the market?
• That’s a really good question! You know In order to sell a house once, you really
need to sell it twice – may I explain?
➢ Agents sell the house to other agents and they sell it to their clients. Quite frankly,
your agent never sold it to me. That is one of the things I do best. I expose your house
to all the agents in the area and make calls daily to find the buyer for your house. That
is what you want, right?
If YES: Fantastic! Let me…come by…and show you how I look for buyers for your
house as well as, how I expose your house to the agents so they are all familiar with
what your house has to offer.

Relative is a Realtor

Ask them: Are they working full time?
If NO: I understand. But if I were selling a house, I would be going with someone
who does this full time on a day-to-day basis, who knows the market very well and is
equipped with knowledge to make sure that I get top dollar for my home. You owe
yourself the best, wouldn't you agree?

Seller not willing to put it on the market

Most of us, as part of our script, tell the lead that we do have a buyer who wants to
move in to their area and then ask them if they plan on selling it. And we mostly
encounter leads who would tell us that they would but are not willing to put it on the
market. If this happens, ask them:

“If our buyer would not be interested in your home, would
you be interested in listing it on the open market?”
Depending on how they respond, we would be able to gauge how strong their
motivation is in selling their property.
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Time-Frame of Selling too Far Out

There are a lot of instances that our clients will give us an indefinite time-frame, too
far out date or worst, you feel that the client is not really sure in his/her time-frame in
selling. So here are some questions to make sure that we get stronger response from
them.
➢ Out of curiosity, what is going to happen from now until ______ that made you
decide to sell around that time? What’s happening around that time that makes sense for
you to sell around that date?
➢ Out of curiosity, what are the things that you considered that made you decide to sell
around that date?

If lead wants to work with the same agent

➢ I understand you feel obligated to your previous agent because of the work he has
done before. But have you sat down with him and asked him what he is gonna do
differently this time to get your home sold?
➢ You know, you don’t owe anything to your previous agent and you certainly do
not owe anything to us. But you definitely owe yourself the best.

If lead had worked with an agent before but had a bad experience
➢ I understand. What do you think did your realtor do to market your property in
the past?
➢ Okay. Let me tell you this: I am really calling because we are experts in selling
homes that has been listed before but has not been sold. I want to show you how we
do things differently here in The Heyl Group. We do have aggressive plans in
marketing your home to make sure that it sold in no time. That includes professional
photography of your home and cold calling potential buyers and many more. Our
agent is ready to walk you through the process of selling your existing house for top
dollar. So what do you think about that?
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Notes:
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

Diving Deeper: Prospecting in a Farm
1. What is your prospecting plan?
2. Practice handling objections in all the aforementioned categories.
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7.1 The Farm Route
1. When you think Farm Route, think of a __________ driver

2. Knowing the route provides
a. ______________________
i. Serve a specific area
ii. Get to know everyone and everything about the area.
b. ______________________
i. Networking with local businesses and schools
ii. Sharing referrals
iii. Sharing resources

c. _________________ _______________
i. Quick response
ii. Being a Local Market Expert is of great benefit to the customer!
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3. The Farm Route idea was to make sure I had a ____________________ and
______________________ plan to focus my time, money, work, and
knowledge in a geographic area.
a. You have to consistently be in the farm
b. You have to consistently network in the farm
i. Timeblock business _____________
ii. _______________ with the schools monthly
iii. Build or join a network group
c. You have to consistently ___________________ in the farm
i. Know the inventory.
ii. _______________ showings and previewing
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7.2. Connecting with Value
4. Connecting with Value
a. Networking is most effective when it’s ______-________
i. Always seek opportunities to connect where it is
_______________ ________________
ii. Give to Receive.
b. The ________ - _______ Bucket
i. Our Welcome Home Gift
ii. Let local business owners contribute _______ of ____________.
1. Value to the ______________ owner
2. Value to the _______________
3. Value to ________
4. Value to the ___________________
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7.3. The Business Video
c. The Business Video
i. Shoot a quick _______________ with a local business.
ii. Whether it’s fancy and edited or not, it is value.
1. Value to the _________________
a. Google Juice
b. Awareness
c. Gives them excitement when needed most.
2. Value to the ___________________
3. Value to your ____________ __________________
a. Google Juice

b. _______________
c. The business’ existing and future clients see you as a
trusted community partner.
4. Value to your ___________________
a. The community sees you as engaged and passionate
about the community.
5. Value to your local __________________
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iii. The community video script:
Hi! I’m Kenny from Your Community Connection. We put out a
newsletter and we have a website for the people in this ZIP code and I
was wondering if I could shoot a free video where you could share
about your business to help get the word out and help boost your
SEO?

iv. It’s Easy
1. Video Camera or Phone works great for online video.
2. On screen graphics are optional, not required.
a. _______________ are a great resource for this!
b. Lower Third graphics
3. Upload to YouTube and use keywords for the business and
for your brand.
4. Keep them all in your own YouTube Channel

7.4 The Farm Route is 212°
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Key Thought:
The Farm Route is the one extra degree added to effective branding, knowing your
market, being consistent, choosing the right farm, marketing effectively – that one
extra degree added to everything else that will make your farm sizzle and make sure
that you are seen as a trusted and passionate community partner!

Notes:
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

Diving Deeper: The Farm Route
1. What are you most excited about?
2. Why is important to connect in this way?
3. How can you timeblock for your Farm Route?
4. What limiting beliefs are you struggling with on the farm route concept? How can you
overcome them?
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Creating Brand Ambassadors
8.1 Brand Ambassadors
1. Brand Ambassadors are people who, by their own _______________, will be
out in the world __________________ your name and brand to anyone who
brings up the topic of buying or selling real estate.

2. Brand trust isn’t something you can ___________ or ____________.

3. Brand trust only comes from _________________ and
____________________.
a. Brand trust and ____________ can come from __________________
without experience.
b. When you expose your networking partners to your win-win, give to
receive partnership, they will be loyal to you even when they have not
experienced you as a real estate agent!

4. Relationships are a _____-_________ street.
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5. ____________ to _____________

6. Always strive to make the ________________ about them.
a. Conversations about _______________ them.
b. Conversations about their ______________
c. Conversations about what is ___________________ to them.

7. Position yourself not as “realtor who wants my business” but as “valued
_______________ and ________________ community _______________.”

8.2 The Network Meeting
a. The primary mission of the network meeting is not to get referrals – it is
to help local businesses ___________ and ___________.
b. When they grow,
i. Their business is healthier
ii. The health of the community is stronger
iii. Your farm is healthier.
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c. Out of your focus and consistency in helping them, you’ll be trusted and
will build brand ambassadors.
d. Meet in a consistent ___________ at a consistent ___________.
e. Free rooms are the best. Sponsored rooms are another option.
f. Setup in a horseshoe or circle to promote engagement.
g. The environment should be comfortable.
h. ___________ level should be controlled to promote engagement.

i. Have a consistent ______________

i. Everyone has 1-2 minutes to ____________ themselves
ii. They can pass around a stack of business cards
iii. Always come prepared with some ____________
1. Share a resource
2. Ask for them to share resources.
3. Invite a special guest to provide resources
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4. Ask ____________ Questions
a. What books have you read that you can share?
b. What seminars have you been to that you can share
resources from?
c. What ideas can you share?
d. What marketing ideas have you had success with?
e. Who is your ideal customer so we know who to refer
to you?

iv. Make it ______________
1. No RSVPs
2. No Membership
3. No Exclusivity - except for real estate agents!
j. Time Commitment is about 2 hours a month for prep, promotion, and
time at the event.
k. Budget is likely the smallest budget of any of your marketing.
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l. Promotions:
i. Flyers
ii. Online – Social Media
iii. Invite new businesses to join
iv. Email
8. Grow it ______________ by ______________

8.3 Connecting with Schools
a. Be their Biggest Community _______________.
i. Be a town crier - get the word out
ii. Introduce new _______________
iii. Introduce new _______________
iv. Don’t get involved ___________________!!
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Key Thought:
The best way to build brand ambassadors in your farm is to take people who are
already engaging with the residents you want to reach and investing in them. They then
become people who, by their own choosing, will be out in the world we want to reach
loudly proclaiming your name and your brand to anyone who brings up the topic of
buying or selling real estate.
Notes:
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
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Diving Deeper: Creating Brand Ambassadors
1. What are your big takeaways?
2. What in today’s topic stretched your way of thinking?
3. Who are your brand ambassadors?
4. What businesses would you like to help to transform them into brand ambassadors?
5. What is your game plan and strategy for starting a network group?
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Building a Giving Culture in Your Farm
9.1 Collections
1. Give them an _________ opportunity to give ______________ you.
a. Mesa Hydration Campaign
b. Teddy Bears for Police and Fire
c. Food Drive / Open House
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9.2 Showing You Care
1. Give them __________ or ____________ to show you care.
a. Shred Event
b. Medicine / Pill / Drug Collection
c. Fire/Life Safety Event with Police and Fire
i. Child Seat Check
ii. Identikid
iii. Bike Registration
d. Water Watcher
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9.3 Starting a 501(c)3 Non-Profit
What Klaus Team Cares Does:

(KlausTeamCares.org)

• Emergency Assistance

• Grants

• Rewards

• Other

How to start:
2. ________________ it.
a. It might be easier to pay someone to do it. (We used LegalZoom)
b. Plan ahead: It takes months before you get approval
3. Build a _________________. Include a ____________.
4. Invite __________ and _______________ to contribute at closing
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9.4 The Fine Art of the Invitational Humble Brag
a. “Join us in _________________________”
b. “Look at what we were able to do together!”

Key Thought:
Think about what you will be able to accomplish beyond the amazing opportunity to
put people in homes!

Notes:
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
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Diving Deeper: Building a Giving Culture in Your Farm
1. What are your big takeaways?
2. What in today’s topic stretched your way of thinking?
3. What is your next step?
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Being a Local Market Expert
10.1 Being a Local Market Expert
1. Consumers are looking for a great agent who knows the local ______________
and the local _______________.
2. People don’t achieve expert status ___________________.
3. The first step to being a local market expert is _________________ your local
market.
4. For long term success, your brand has to be ________________________.

10.2 Being a Local Market Data Expert
5. Know the local ______________.
a. Average Sale _____________
b. Average __________ on Market
c. Current ______________ supply
d. Rental vs. __________ Occupancy
e. Average _____________
f. ____________ rates
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g. Know the _____________ if tract or ____________ of the area and
homes.
h. Know the _________________

10.3 Being a Local Area Expert

6. Know the local ______________.
7. Know the local ______________.
a. Know the __________________
b. Know the ____________ ___________ and how they are doing.
8. Know the special ___________________ in the area.
9. Know the _________________ in each community
10. Know the city or town’s _________________ goals.
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10.4 Being a Local Inventory Expert

11. Get _________________ the listings in your farm.
Nothing says “local market expert” more than being able to tell a
prospective buyer about a home off the top of your head.
12. Spend every ___________ in your farm.
13. Not only should your strive to be the ___________________ of your farm,
but you should strive to be the _________________ people reach out to first
when they want to get the word out.

14. Don’t present the stats how you ____________ them to be – present them as
they ______________.
15. _____________ the neighborhood regularly.
16. Get ____________________.
17. Look for ____________________.
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Key Thought:
Now, if you know nothing about your farm it would be pretty silly to go around
proclaiming yourself the local market expert, because pretty soon someone is going to
ask you an extremely basic question that you can’t answer, and you’ll look like a fool.
Your business won’t last long if you call yourself an expert and yet you don’t learn and
know your product.

Notes:
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
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Diving Deeper: Being a Local Market Expert
1. What is the average sale price in my farm? ___________ For my listings? ______________
2. What is the average days on market in my farm? _____________ For my listings? ________
3. What is the inventory supply in my farm? ________________ Last year at this time? ______
4. What is the rental vs. owner occupancy % in my farm? ____________________
5. What is the average rent in my farm for a 3 bed, 2 bath home? ________________
6. What are the interest rates right now for normal criteria? (Conforming)
30 Yr Fixed Conv ________

15 yr Fixed Conv ________ FHA/VA 30 yr fixed ______

7. What is my strategy to know these figures regularly?
8. What do I know about the homes and builders in my farm?
9. What do I know about the schools in my farm?
10. What is special or unique about my farm?
11. What are my strategies for being active and visible in my farm?
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Niche Farming
11.1 Niche Farming
1. Niche farming is the ______________________ marketing to a demographic
____________ of your geographic farm.

11.2 Market Segmentation
2. Market segmentation is ______________ your entire market into subsets of
consumers with ________________ ______________, and then
_________________ your marketing strategies to meet those needs.
3. Your market segments should have a _____________________ need or group
___________.
4. Your market segments need to be ______________________.
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11.3 Capitalizing off Existing Marketing
5. You want to capitalize off of your ________________
_____________________. Marketing to our niche is then going to
___________ you little or ______________ to do!
6. You want to capitalize off of your _______________ ________________ and
existing _________________________.

11.4 Niche Market Examples
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11.5 Finding Your Niche Markets
7. A great way to find other niche markets is to think about what you are naturally
____________________ to and who is naturally ______________ to you.
8. Potential Niche Markets:
a. Newlyweds

i. Move Up, Move Down

b. Recent College Graduates

j. Military

c. Recently Retired

k. Police, Fire

d. Work at Home

l. Teachers

e. Green Homes

m. Healthcare

f. Empty Nest

n. Software Call Centers

g. First Time Home Buyers

o. Service Industries

h. Renters

p. And more!

11.6 Marketing Instant Offers
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Key Thought:
Being the trustworthy, branded, local market expert that you are, when you launch a
new product, geared toward a subset of your farm, you won’t be a new brand trying to
achieve what you already have. You’ll be seen as a trusted resource and professional,
and they will be much more apt to take part in your new product.

Notes:
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
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Diving Deeper: Niche Farming
1. What are some niche groups that you are passionate about reaching in your farm?
2. How can you reach them?
3. What existing marketing capital can you use to target them?
4. What messaging would be most effective?
5. Will it be profitable? How do you know?
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Connecting with Your Farm Online
12.1 Connecting on the Web
1. Community web sites
a. Community News sites
b. Business Directory sites
c. Community Information Pages
d. Community Landing Pages
e. Monitor SEO changes and stay up to date.

12.2 Connecting on Social Media
2. Connecting on Social Media
a. Social Media is _________________
b. Focus on ______________ _____________
c. Focus on what you can _______ _____________________
d. Focus on _____________________
i. #1 Goal: __________________________
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ii. #2 Goal: Provide _________________
iii. #3 Goal: Brand _____________________
iv. #4 Goal: __________ _____________________
e. Focus on Engagement
i. ___________________ for social media
ii. ______________________ posts
iii. Stay engaged as much as possible.

12.3 Facebook Specific Farming
Opportunities on Facebook are always changing along with their policies and
algorithms.
1. Target with Radius Search
2. Target with Custom Audiences
a. Upload lists to Facebook Ads to target ads to people
we know live in the farm
a. Personal Profile vs. Business Page
a. There is nothing on Facebook that is either personal or business –
there will always be crossover.
b. Be sure to include enough personal posts on your personal profile
to justify business related posts.
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c. Everyone is competing for your database, and your database is
very accessible on Facebook.
d. Personal accounts will always have a wider reach than your
business page, but you’ll want to have both.
e. Facebook Marketplace is one of the most underused avenues in
the real estate space.
f. Invite people who haven’t liked your page but engage with your
content to like your page! It will keep them engaged.
b. Pages vs Groups
a. Business Pages
b. Community Pages
c. Community Groups
i. Closed or Public Groups
ii. Groups tend to get more traffic and engagement than pages.
iii. Exclusive Private Groups
c. Define Your Audience
a. Define your audience and build out content that engages them.
b. If they engage with your material, they’ll see more of your content
and brand in their feed.
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12.4 Connecting on Mobile

Connecting with Apps – Agent Apps and Community Apps
Geofencing Technology and Beacons
Are Your Online Resources Mobile Friendly?
Mobile Friendly = Responsive
Google Test: https://search.google.com/test/mobile-friendly
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Key Thought:
Social and business are different. We can intertwine them, but people want to engage
with you socially on social media. Make sure you share four personal posts for every
one real estate posts.

Notes:
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
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Diving Deeper: Connecting Online
1. What are your social media goals?
2. What is your social media purpose? What do you hope to accomplish?
3. What is your game plan for staying engaged?
4. What platforms can you master? Which ones can you mirror?
5. What posts have you made on social media that might be perceived negatively and negatively
affect your brand?
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